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Call for Timetabling & Capacity Manager
RailNetEurope (RNE) is an association of European Infrastructure Managers (IMs) and Allocation Bodies (ABs) with the common goal of facilitating international traffic on the European rail infrastructure and increasing the efficiency of the IM’s/AB’s processes. A key element for facilitating access to the European rail network is a harmonised timetabling process
for international train path requests. At RNE, a growing team of Sales, Timetabling and Capacity Management experts and a dedicated IT team ensure that processes are developed,
implemented and continuously improved.
Along with the ongoing work on implementing measures for a better harmonisation of the
international timetabling and capacity management process, RNE (in cooperation with Forum Train Europe) has started the implementation of a completely new process for capacity
management – the programme ‘Timetabling and Capacity Redesign’ (TTR). The objectives
are: clear market orientation, greater reliability and punctuality, improved commitment to the
international timetabling and capacity management process by all parties involved, greater
efficiency and quality in terms of capacities and resources and a larger rail market share
thanks to a better use of existing track capacity.
To expend the team, RNE is now looking for a Timetabling and Capacity Manager:
Responsibilities
 Development and improvement of timetabling and capacity management pro-

cesses in the context of TTR with all relevant stakeholders, including the preparation and lead of dedicated meetings
 Support to IMs/ABs to apply agreed processes, including monitoring and

measures to increase timetable qualities
 Provision of functional specification as input to IT systems’ developments (capacity

management systems)
 Support the coordination of implementing TTR components, including potential

lead of respective work packages and task forces
 Leading specific projects in the area timetabling and capacity management

Qualifications & Skills
 Expert knowledge on the subject of timetabling and capacity management
 Process knowhow, also covering TCRs
 Advanced project management skills
 Good skills with MS Office and quick learner (as user) of other systems
 Ability to work in an international context and very good English language skills
 Ability to show own initiative and perseverance
 Excellent communication and support skills with the ability to work well in a team

environment
 Ability to articulate IT functional requirements from user needs
 Used to working under time pressure

RNE offers the possibility for home office in a reasonable extent.
The tasks and responsibilities may change depending on the objectives and organisation of
the association.
Candidates shall be available as soon as possible. If you have any questions regarding the
position, please, feel free to contact us.
If you are interested in the position, please send your CV together with a letter of
motivation (including possible starting date and salary expectations)
to
Mr.
Martin
Kreiter,
Head
of
Sales
&
Capacity
Management:
martin.kreiter@rne.eu.

The minimum yearly gross salary is EUR 60.000,- (full time – 40h/week).

...

GDPR note:
Your job application requires submission of personal information to RNE. According to our internal rules the RNE Managing Board shall appoint the staff of the Joint Office in Vienna. As
an association of more than 30 companies around Europe, RNE members provide their funding and are involved in its operations. With this said we inform all job applicants about the
above particularities. Therefore, RNE human resources personnel (or HR agency on its behalf)
and RNE management considering your application and RNE members will have access to
your personal information included in your CV.
This is our way to find a balance between transparency in our organisation and your privacy.
Thus, the applicants are explicitly asked to consent to this and with the submission of your job
application we consider you agree and give an explicit consent on the above distributions of
your CV to the RNE Managing Board members and the GA representatives.
In other words, by submitting your application, you consent to the processing of your personal
data in the above way, and if hired, to the ongoing processing of your personal data for administrative purposes in connection with your employment.

